
Hygiene, logic, 
ergonomic

H 2O

H2O is the essential accessory which completes your porcelain working 
station, at the right or at the left of your mixing tray. This universal 
station allows you to rinse your brush in fresh water, to smoothen it 
in order to give it the sharpest possible tip on a viscose sponge and 
finally to store it, vertically dipped in water in an separate container.

All H2O components are independent, which means that you can change 
the water of the main container without having to touch the storage 
container… or vice versa. Thanks to the design of the base and the 
attachment of the storage container, you can decide the position in an 
angle of 60°, depending on your preference or of the fact your are left 
or right handed.

Description Item no.

H2O, complete set : black base, round container, stock recipient with lid,  
viscose sponge (2 pcs) 4400

H2O, round container, 1 pc 4410

H2O, storage container with lid, 1 pc 4420

H2O, viscose sponges, 2 pcs 4430

The featherlight version of 
the N.era brush

[NJOY] N.ERA

On request of some customers, Smile Line has completed the N.era assort-
ment with [Njoy] : colorful, full of joy and good mood… but also extra-
light N.era brushes ! 

[Njoy] handle is hollow, injected out of ABS-thermoplastic and overmoulded 
with a soft-touch silicone for a very nice grip.

YOUR CUSTOMIZED SET 
The [Njoy] concept allows you to compose your own set of brushes 

according to your own tastes. Enough to determine the color you wish 
to receive for each of the four sizes in the set – see item numbers on 
the right. Your Smile Line partner will be glad to compose your personal 
and customized set !

Important : N.era [Njoy] brushes have no interchangeable tips. We chose 
that option mainly in order to diminish the weight of the instrument. Of 
course, it has a positive impact on its retail price while keeping all the 
advantages of N.era.

#8 4200-MOJ-8
#6 4200-MOJ-6

#4 4200-MOJ-4
#1 4200-MOJ-1

#8 4200-SOB-8
#6 4200-SOB-6

#4 4200-SOB-4
#1 4200-SOB-1

#8 4200-LAG-8
#6 4200-LAG-6

#4 4200-LAG-4
#1 4200-LAG-1

#8 4200-YEC-8
#6 4200-YEC-6

#4 4200-YEC-4
#1 4200-YEC-1

#8 4200-BLO-8
#6 4200-BLO-6

#4 4200-BLO-4
#1 4200-BLO-1

#8 4200-COS-8
#6 4200-COS-6

#4 4200-COS-4
#1 4200-COS-1

Mojito

Sex on the beach

Blue Lagoon

Yellow cab

Cosmopolitan

Bloody Mary
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